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Important Info From
Connect
Special speakers and
registration rules for
the Connect 011
OpenVMS Boot Camp.
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The Sponsor Page
See all the colorful
sponsors helping
Connect host the
Connect 2011
OpenVMS Boot Camp!

Sue’s Favorites
Have some fun and see
some interesting stuff
over in Sue’s Favorites!
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TDI Special
Announcement
TDI brings you the
latest in Console
Replacement Programs!
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Refresh vs. Refurbish
Duane HArris of
Nemonix Engineering
weighs the pros and
cons of Refreshing,
Refurbishing and
Emulating.
Page 10

SPECIAL BOOTCAMP
EDITION!
OPENVMS USERS - UNITED WE STAND!
CONNECT OPENVMS BOOT CAMP
SEPTEMBER 18-22, 2011
This year's Connect OpenVMS Boot Camp not only
promises to have the most
expanded contend and hands-on lab opportunities but
also promises to be the
most important opportunity for OpenVMS users to show
their solidarity. The
past year has been filled with news that has raised
serious concern for
OpenVMS users around the world. Boot Camp is where
you will not only be
heard by executives from HP and Intel but also hear
from leading experts on
database options and roadmaps.
But if that wasn't enough to get you to Boot Camp,
we've come up with the
Top 10 Reasons:
10. Pre-Conference Seminar - Performance and Tuning
Full Day - Hands-On
Experience
9. Over 100 Unique Sessions with expanded content on
Cloud, Storage and
Database
1

8. OpenVMS Reunion and Awards Night - Honoring the
Past; Celebrating the
Future of OpenVMS
7. Welcome Reception - User Community Celebrates 50
Years!
6. Partner Roundhouse and Reception
5. Executive Keynotes by HP and Intel
4. New Venue - Sheraton Needham Hotel and
Conference Center - Convenient to
Boston and local shopping
3. Expert Panel Discussion
2. Silent Auction Benefiting the Future Leaders of
Technology and Guest
Appearance by one of this year's recipient's MIT
student, Bianca Homberg
1. This is the largest gathering of OpenVMS users,
engineers and partners in
the world!
Register today and join us for a week filled with great
content, community
and advocacy! http://connect-community.site-ym.com/?
2011VMSBootCamp
For more information, contact info@connectcommunity.org . For sponsorship
information, contact Signe Maximous
smaximous@connect-community.org
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YOU KNOW YOU ARE A VMS GEEK WHEN?

A LETTER FROM THE DESIGN EDITOR
Dear Readers,
I would like to start this letter by apologizing for the very long
delay between issues. As some of you may know I injured
myself quite severely back at the end of April. I was out of
commission for everything from work to even walking. I spent
90% of my days sleeping and the other 10% doing whatever I
could do flat on my back. Needless to say I burned through
many a book in my bed ridden month. I worked hard to catch
up with my work and life that I had been out of for weeks;
however even now almost three months later I can still feel the
effects. It has been exceedingly difficult to produce an issue
due mostly to the fact that I am incapable of sitting for more
than half an hour at a time. There are several things I am able
to do that involve standing (good for my day job) but sitting is
an entirely different animal. My mother, and Tech Tidings
Editor and Chief Sue Skonetski has been extremely helpful to
me. She has sat up with me and been a nonstop help to me.
Unfortunately I have consumed the majority of her time at
home making it impossible for us to produce an issue. Large
mothering heart that she has will always seem to choose
fluffing another pillow and making a 10th cup of tea for her
ailing daughter rather than do anything remotely related to a
computer. Because of this general problem of not being able to
make quick progress on Tech Tidings I have come to a
difficult conclusion. After discussing this newsletter and how
much it means not just to the two of us but to all our readers
there was really only one thing to do. So it is with a heavy
heart that I resign from my post as Design Editor for the time
being. I will still consult from time to time and help select
some material, however my part will be very limited. Sue will
be taking on articles and publishing through Microsoft Word
from here on out. Thank you all so much for your support and
hopefully I will be able to join you again. It has been a
wonderful experience publishing for you. Once again thank
you for your patience and goodbye, for now.

This is an ongoing list. If you would like to contribute your geek
wisdom please send it to Sue Skonetski
_________________________________
you start dreaming in DCL.
It has happened to me quite a number of times when staying up late too
many nights straight writing DCL-procedures. Robert N – Sweden
_______________________________________
When you know why they had to expand the "number of uptime days"
field in the show system display from 3 digits to 4... Ron K - US
______________________________________________
You know what a VUP is – Lori S
To you, GUI means Garbage Unintelligent Interface - Lori S.
_______________________________________________
You remember working on a disk drive as big as a Maytag washer
(RP06) with 10 platters (but only 18 heads because they didn't use the
top or bottom platter surfaces) offering a whopping 200 MB of storage.
…Neil R. Canada
-------------------------------------------------------Reminds me of the story my boss at NRL told when I was with Cray
Research. He'd previously been with CDC at Dahlgren, VA, and they'd
had a problem where the system would crash every day between 2pm
and 2:15pm. Dumps didn't show a consistent problem, though it looked
like corrupted programs...but the programs were fine when they looked
at them. Hardware checked out fine too. They finally decided to just be
in the computer room at the time and see if they could spot anything.
About 2:10 pm that afternoon, it being about 2 hours post-lunch, the
system operator stood up to go to the men's room...and his rolling office
chair slid back and hit a disk drive and the system went down. It ended
up being a hardware fix...they rotated his desk 90 degrees. ;-) -- Mike
B.
-------------------------------------------------------You know that the acronym for Windows NT (WNT) was a pale copy of
VMS, being one letter off. Dave T Australia

Session 1 - Monday PM Keynote: Speaker is Pauline Nist; Topic:
Intel Itanium Business Overview

All the Best,
Amanda Skonetski
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Tuesday AM: Detailed Look at the Future Itanium Processor
Speakers:Paul Rubenfeld and Chris Gianos
Website: http://connect-community.site-ym.com/events/
event_details.asp?id=156634
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CONNECT 2011 OPENVMS BOOT CAMP
- SPOTLIGHT ON: HIGH AVAILABILITY
TRACK
September 18-22, 2011 - Sheraton Hotel - Needham, MA

"When members come together at events like Boot Camp, it
becomes a catalyst for change and
opportunity." - Steve Davidek, Connect VP
Register Today!
Let us know which sessions you plan to attend. Click here to
access this short survey. Track Spotlight - High Availability

Session

Speaker

Driving More Value From OpenVMS
Critical Infrastructure in Local or Global
Datacenters: A Case Study

Barry Thompson,
Tervela

Evolving OpenVMS Environments: An
Exercise In Continuous Computing

Robert Gezelter

OpenVMS Cluster Update

Keith Parris

OpenVMS Volume Shadowing Performance Keith Parris
*Setting up OpenVMS Availability Manager Dan Buckley
over a WAN
*Setting up OpenVMS Clusters over IP

Dan Buckley

Witness the Reinvention of Mission Critical
Computing

John Egolf

*Hands-On
Event Features:
- Over 100 unique sessions
- UPDATED 31 July: View or Download the Session
Catalog
- Pre-Conference Seminar - OpenVMS Performance &
Tuning (Hands-On) Click here for agenda.
- Enter your organization in the 2011 OpenVMS Availability
Award (Winner announced at Boot Camp - Winner
3
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does not need to be present to win. Click here for details
and to apply.)
- Honor the Past; Celebrate the Future OpenVMS Reunion
and Awards Dinner
- Sunday Evening Reception: OpenVMS User Community Celebrating 50 Years!
- BoF Sessions
- SIG Meetings
- Executive keynotes by HP and Intel
- NEW: Welcome to first time Boot Camp Sponsors, Tervela,
Comet and Ingres
- Meet Bianca Homberg, 2011 Connect Future Leaders in
Technology Scholarship Winner
- Click here to download a list of shopping and activities in
the Needham, MA area
Register today for five days filled with advocacy, community
and education.
Registration Rates*:
Pre-Conference Seminar Member Rate:
$495
Pre-Conference Seminar Non-Member Rate: $595
Boot Camp Member Rate:
$1,495
Boot Camp Non-Member Rates:
$1,595
*Rates are in USD Click here to register today!
Travel and Accommodations:
Airport: Closest airport is Boston Logan Airport
Transportation to the Hotel:
Hotel Reservations: Contact Sheraton Worldwide. Click
here for global telephone numbers.
Group Rate Identification: Connect Worldwide
Group Rate: $119.00 +Tax USD (Rate includes Internet
Access for WiFi/Wired)
Questions? Contact us at info@connect-community.org.
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The Sponsors of the
2011 Connect OpenVMS
Boot Camp are. . .
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ANNOUNCING
COCKPITMGR V7.5 FOR
OPENVMS
On July 12th, Stromasys and HP
announced the availability of
CockpitMgr V7.5 for OpenVMS.
CockpitMgr is a proven VMS-based
solution for managing mission-critical
systems and clusters. Since many years
CockpitMgr stands for a complete toolset
supporting the VMS system manager in
the daily operations. The product
continuously evolves with the latest
technologies and is world-wide deployed
by large VMS customers.
The product includes:
•

a console manager

•

a system monitor

•

SNMP-based monitoring tools for
network switches and storage
devices

•

an SNMPtrap listener and interpreter

•

a log file browser

•

security event monitoring

•

a job scheduler

•

an event console

•

a graphical user interface

•

pager utilities

•

web-based reporting tools

•

configuration and change
management

The major new features in V7.5 are:

•

a SYSLOG Server, increasing the
monitoring capabilities for non-VMS
devices

•

SNMP V3 support, enabling secure
monitoring of the newest network
and storage devices.

•

SSH support in the console manager,
for secure monitoring of the consoles
of Integrity servers

•

a complete new implementation of
automatic failover between active
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and standby cockpit, and logging of
events on both cockpits.
More information on CockpitMgr can be
found at
http://www.stromasys.ch/hardwarevirtualization-solutions/openvmsmanagement/
or send mail to info@stromasys.com

MIGRATION TO ITANIUM.
Lots of people have done it!

S

things. We Migrated 20 or so COBOL
programs. Some of which run to
thousands of lines. There were a few
problems with Oracle. The latest
compilers are stricter than they were. So
we got rid of some potential bugs we
didn’t know we had.
All was going well until we discovered a
Basic and a few Fortran and a C program
we did not know we had. The system has
been around for 25 years or more.
Installed the compilers, found the
sources, and the problems were solved.

From Andy Park
For many years now the Ministry of
agriculture in the Netherlands has been
running its primary subsidy system on
Alpha systems.
In the past we have had a GS160, later
replaced by an ES45’s for production,
and a number of DS systems for
development and test. For various
reasons we had stayed with Oracle 8.1.7
and OpenVMS 7.3-2 for many years.
Upgrades had been planned, but
managers or money got in the way.
Anyway the machines were not coping
anymore, and support for all the old stuff
was no longer really available. Big
decision time.
We knew that the Alpha’s were no longer
an option so we took the plunge and
bought a rack full of Itanium blades. I
can’t understand why people find them
expensive. They may sound it if you look
only at the price, but you really do get
what you pay for.
Most of our software was built with
Oracle Forms and Reports. These were
brought up to date to Oracle 10gR2. All
this runs on windows. It needs four
servers in production alone to run it all.
Not a very difficult migration task, but it
had to be thoroughly tested.
Then we started on the Open VMS side
of things. Getting the Oracle database up
and running was a question of following
the books. OpenVMS 8.3 on the systems
and the Oracle 10gR2 database software.
The hundreds of DCL scripts were of
course no real problem. The occasional
hiccup because someone had hardcoded
a disk name, and other such trivial

And then the big day. Everyone on the
new machines. We had an 8 core blade
for production. I suspect a 2 or 4 core
would have been enough. (typically 50%
of one CPU in use.) Everything runs
really fast.
I won’t say we didn’t have any problems,
Oracle 10 works differently than Oracle
8, and that has given us a few interesting
challenges.
But the Itanium system itself is really
good.
You might even call it “Cool”

BETA SITES NEEDED
eCube Systems is planning to address
one of the biggest challenges for
companies using VMS/VAX, how to
expand the pool of available developers
and engineers. They believe that adding
support for a modern integrated
development tool, will make it easier and
more cost effective to staff VMS/VAX
projects.
Currently, eCube is recruiting beta sites
and testers willing to work with a new
version of their NXTware Remote
product designed expressly for VAX/
VMS. It is scheduled to be released this
fall. They are specifically looking for
sites that use both VMS and OpenVMS
in cluster environments. If you are
interested please contact Peter Marquez
at peter@ecubesystems.com for more
details.
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Sue’s Corner for Favorites
Here are some of Sue’s favorite quotes and stories sent to her in the last moth. Enjoy!

Triangulation 17: Gordon Bell
Principal researcher for Microsoft Research, author of
Total Recall: How the E-Memory Revolution will
Change Everything, and all around computer enthusiast,
Gordon Bell, is this week's guest. http://www.twit.tv/tri17
Download or subscribe to this show at twit.tv/tri.
Photo by Mike Kier

There is an implementation (RabbitMQ) of the
protocol available on OpenVMS. In addition, the C
API for AMQP has been ported and is also available
on OpenVMS. See http://www.johndapps.com) for
more details on both topics.
This is a very cool video, a short animated move done
with Nokia phones - I found it useful to watch the video,
then watch the making of Gulp then watching the video
again. This is really pretty amazing.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ieN2vhslTTU
6

Oooo! Freebies!
http://www.pottsoft.com/
POttSoft - Free Software for
OpenVMS, Windows Vista and
Windows Mobile
If you read through the following story there is a
mention of DEC and PDP – hopefully it isn’t what
he is taking a grinding wheel to.
And of course not forgetting John W’s own
experience of DEFCON with VMS.
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-12144831
Nullam arcu leo, facilisis ut
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IDS USES ATTUNITY TO ENHANCE CUSTOMER PRODUCTIVITY WITH
REAL-TIME ACCESS TO MEDICAL BILLING INFORMATION
Customer Testimonial: Attunity data integration software
enabled us to deliver a competitive and valuable solution with
significant cost savings
BURLINGTON, MA – August 3, 2011 – Attunity Ltd. (OTC
BB: ATTUF.OB), a leading provider of real-time data
integration and event capture software, announced today that
Insurance Data Services (IDS), a medical billing services
provider, has implemented Attunity’s data connectivity
software to make electronic medical billing information
available to customers in real-time via the Web.
“Our electronic medical billing system processes about
10,000,000 documents per year for our hospital/physician
clients,” explained Tom Weidner, Director of Business
Development at IDS. “Attunity Connect delivered a key value
of the solution by making it possible for our technical staff to
develop web-based software products that enable client access
to this information in real-time via the Web. This capability
increases our clients’ and employees’ productivity and the
value of our service, and contributed to our ability to attract
new customers.”
Delivering the electronic billing information over the web
required efficient integration between two heterogeneous
systems at IDS. Since the information was stored and managed
in a proprietary format on an OpenVMS system, it was not
accessible to the IDS Web server system. With Attunity
Connect, IDS solved these issues by enabling real-time and
seamless connectivity from the Web platform to the data stored
in RMS files on the OpenVMS platform. Furthermore, by using
Attunity, IDS accelerated time to market for delivering the
web-based access and saved hundreds of thousands of dollars
in software development costs.

billing services and applications with offerings including fullservice billing, application services provider (ASP), and
turnkey medical billing services. Their full and online medical
billing services areas include, but are not limited to, Emergency
Physician Groups, Radiology, Pain Management, Clinics,
Hospitals, Occupational Medicine, Family Practice, Mental
Health, Anesthesia, and Pathology. For more information, visit
them at http://www.insurance-data.com.
About Attunity
Attunity is a leading provider of real-time data integration and
event capture software. Our offering includes software
solutions such as Attunity Stream®, a real-time and changedata-capture (CDC) software, our Operational Data
Replication (ODR) solution and Attunity Connect®, our realtime connectivity software. Using Attunity’s software
solutions, our customers enjoy dramatic business benefits by
enabling real-time access to information where and when
needed, across the maze of heterogeneous systems making up
today’s IT environment.
Attunity has supplied innovative software solutions to its
enterprise-class customers for nearly 20 years and has
successful deployments at thousands of organizations
worldwide. Attunity provides software directly and indirectly
through a number of strategic and OEM agreements with
partners such as Microsoft, Oracle, IBM, and HP.
Headquartered in Boston, Attunity serves its customers via
offices in North America, Europe, and Asia Pacific and through
a network of local partners. For more information, visit http://
www.attunity.com and join our community on Twitter,
Facebook and LinkedIn.

“With important enterprise data locked-up in legacy systems
with no easy way to access it, IT organizations are under
growing pressure to find ways to make it available where and
when needed,” stated Mel Passarelli, Vice President and
General Manager at Attunity. “Our real-time data
connectivity software is specifically geared to support
organizations with heterogeneous environments, so customers
like IDS drive more value from their existing infrastructure and
business information.”
About Insurance Data Services (IDS)
Founded in 1976, Insurance Data Services provides medical
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NEW CONSOLE MANAGEMENT REPLACEMENT PROGRAM FROM TDI TECHNOLOGIES
TDi Technologies announced the availability of its Console Management Replacement Program. The program provides a low-cost
console management solution to replace console management products that are unable to meet the needs of organizations using
them.
The program was put together based on direct feedback from multiple user communities that are frustrated with the lack of a good
alternative to their existing console management tool. While many of these people do not need the full capabilities of our flagship
ConsoleWorks ITFM solution, they have a burning need for fully-supported, feature-rich console management. That is exactly
what this program provides.
Many console management products are either unsupported or have fallen behind the needs of their users. POLYCENTER
Console Manager (PCM) developed by Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) is an example of a well-known console
management product that remains in widespread use without support or upgrades.
In the case of PCM, the product has gone through several acquisitions but many of its users remain on the original code-base
without any support or upgrades available to them. These include organizations that have a variety of platforms they need to
manage such as OpenVMS and Tru64 Unix as well as other Unix and Linux platforms. TDi Technologies Console Manager
product supports all of these platforms.
While Console Manager is a low-cost, specific purpose product offering with the specific subset of functionality needed to handle
console management, the replacement program includes a full upgrade path to the ConsoleWorks ITFM solution.
For more information on the Console Management Replacement program, visit the TDi Technologies website at: http://
www.tditechnologies.com/products/console-management
For more information:
Contact form: www.TDiTechnologies.com/contact
Toll Free: 800.695.1258
International: 972.8881.1553
Email: sales@TDiTechnologies.com
You can also read more on Foundation Management and TDi Technologies on the web at www.TDiTechnologies.com.
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SOLVING SERVER END OF LIFE
INSTABILITY
Why Technology Refresh is a better solution than Traditional
Refurbish or Emulation
The Problem: Aging Hardware
Mission critical applications that manage everything from asset
management to real-time train schedules to financial stock
exchanges still run on hundreds of thousands of VAX, Alpha, IBM,
Sun and other legacy machines. In many cases, OEM's continue to
support the operating systems for these servers. For example, HP
released OpenVMS version 8 in June 2010 for VAX, Alpha and
Itanium-based servers.
The operating systems and applications that run on these legacy
machines still meet current business computing requirements.
However, OEM's no longer support the legacy hardware on which
these systems run. Worse, original parts are scarce or non-existent,
and new parts and upgrades are even harder to come by. The federal
government, for example--one of the largest consumers of legacy
technology--has responded to this growing problem by creating
DMSMS (Diminished Manufacturing Sources and Material
Shortages) standards (see DoD 4140.1-R for example) to help plan
for solutions to hardware end of life-related issues.
The Solution is Often Not Simple
On the surface, the solution is simple: migrate to new hardware.
However, the reality is far more complex. Enterprise and military
consumers are resistant to migration because of the following major
reasons:
• 1. Too costly or difficult to re-certify new hardware (let alone new
software) to meet government regulatory requirements--this is
especially true in the pharmaceuticals and industrial chemicals
industries;
• 2. The original hardware was installed into custom enclosures and
can't easily be replaced with off-the-shelf new hardware-submarines, jet fighters, and naval surface ships are examples of
this setup;
• 3. Changing to new hardware will trigger changes to software and
business process workflows--which end up being cost prohibitive
in the aggregate.
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• 2. Refurbish:
Clean up and repaint external casings. Fix only problems that are
immediately apparent, and leave the rest alone. Provide a
warranty for 30-60 days.
• 3. Technology Refresh:
1:+<=:+">(1$69"<($%(?&%<$=6(@(+A%%&%*($%(:%(-%9"2('BCD(6"+E"+/(
Clean
up and repaint external casings. Test and fix ALL critical
((
failure
points, whether they pose an immediate problem or not,
!" #$%&'()*+,-F2":%(AG(:%<(+"G:&%9("'9"+%:2(.:6&%*6/(H&'($%23(G+$82"#6(91:9(:+"(&##"<&:9"23(
and
warranty for 10 years maximum. Subsequent refreshes
:GG:+"%9,(:%<(2":E"(91"(+"69(:2$%"/(I+$E&<"(:(=:++:%93(5$+(BJKDJ(<:36/(
extends
warranty for decades.
." /$0+123245-#$%'$*+,--

WhyF2":%(AG(:%<(+"G:&%9("'9"+%:2(.:6&%*6/(0"69(:%<(5&'(7LL(.+&9&.:2(5:&2A+"(G$&%96,(
Technology Refresh is the Right Choice
=1"91"+(91"3(G$6"(:%(&##"<&:9"(G+$82"#($+(%$9,(:%<(=:++:%93(5$+(MJ(3":+6(
If the#:'&#A#/(NA86"OA"%9(+"5+"61"6("'9"%<6(=:++:%93(5$+(<".:<"6/goal is to maintain 100% of current application capabilities
while achieving hardware stability at a manageable cost, the choice
!"#$%&'"()*)+#$,&-.&/"$0/$1"&$,0+"1$2")0'&$
is clearly Technology Refresh. The following table outlines how
-5(91"(*$:2(&6(9$(#:&%9:&%(MJJP($5(.A++"%9(:GG2&.:9&$%(.:G:8&2&9&"6(=1&2"(:.1&"E&%*(1:+<=:+"(
each option rates against the original machine:
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Conclusion:
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Technology Refresh achieves the above wins by taking a proactive
&66A"6/(7LL(G$9"%9&:2(G$&%96($5(5:&2A+"(:+"(:<<+"66"<,(%$9([A69(91"(:GG:+"%9($%"6/(
HA+91"+#$+",(8".:A6"(91"(G:+96(A6"<(9$(+"G2:."($+&*&%:2(U)S(G:+96(:+"(%"=,(#$+"("55&.&"%9,(
approach to End of Life issues. ALL potential points of failure are
#&2&9:+3K*+:<"(G:+96,(3$A("%<(AG(=&91(:(#A.1(*+""%"+(#:.1&%"/(4"5A+8&61"<(#:.1&%"(<$(
%$9(+"."&E"(.$#G2"9"(#".1:%&.:2(:%<("2".9+$239&.($E"+1:A26,(:%<(6$(91"3(=&22(%$9(*:&%(91"(
addressed, not just the apparent ones. Furthermore, because the
6:#"("%"+*3("55&.&"%.3/(

parts used to replace original OEM parts are new, more efficient,

Y".:A6"(:(9".1%$2$*3(+"5+"61(<$"6(%$9(.1:%*"(91"(5A%<:#"%9:26($5(91"(1:+<=:+"(G2:95$+#,(
military-grade parts, you end up with a much greener machine.
:22($+&*&%:2(6$59=:+"(6$2A9&$%6(=&22(+A%(%:9&E"23(=&91$A9(91"(6&*%&5&.:%9(-TU(2:9"%.3(:%<(
G"+5$+#:%."(<"*+:<:9&$%($5(:%("#A2:9"<(6$2A9&$%/(
Refurbished machine do not receive complete mechanical and
UE"+:22,(0".1%$2$*3(4"5+"61(&6(91"(8"69($G9&$%(5$+(:<<+"66&%*()%<($5(L&5"(6"+E"+(&66A"6/(
electrolytic overhauls, and so they will not gain the same energy

efficiency. Because a technology
refresh does not change the(
0".1%$2$*3(4"5+"61(7869+:.9(
;(
fundamentals of the hardware platform, all original software
solutions will run natively without the significant I/O latency and
performance degradation of an emulated solution. Overall,
Technology Refresh is the best option for addressing End of Life
server issues.

!"#$%&'()%*&%""+&%*,(-%./(

Available Solutions
For those enterprises that choose not to migrate to new hardware,
for reasons stated above, there are three reasonable solutions
available:
• 1. Emulation:
Run your existing application solution and operating on virtual
legacy hardware on a virtual machine hosted on new hardware/
software. For example, run your OpenVMS application solution
on a VAX virtual machine (software emulated hardware) hosted
on Windows 7 running on an Intel x386 server.
Nullam arcu leo, facilisis ut
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OPENVMS LIVE CHAT
The OpenVMS GCC Support team is excited to
announce another path from which we can serve you,
our valued customer base. As of June 27th, you will be
able to “Live Chat” directly with members of the GCC
team from your laptops, tablets or any device from
which a browser is available. Live chat will
complement the existing comprehensive support model
designed to allow you with the means to reach the
OpenVMS expert needed as quickly as possible.
Following are a few questions and answers you may
find useful.
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Will cases still be created within GCSS?
Yes – Customers will be given a GCSS number where
all documentation and updates will be managed.
Will customers be able to speak by voice to
engineers?
Yes – The engineer and customer may agree to work the
case by voice or email should the call become complex
or requires research and testing.
Are chat-backs (callbacks) available?

What website do I use to initiate a chat?

Yes – Customer may open their chat case and request to
speak with their initial contact or continue working with
a new engineer.

To initiate a chat case go to: www.hp.com/go/hpsc

Is Live Chat available globally?

Will an SAID still be needed?

No – Initial rollout for OpenVMS is planned for the
Americas and APJ.

Yes – Entitlement will still take place. The initial
rollout requires engineers to ask for the SAID while
future releases will allow the entering of the SAID prior
to connecting with an engineer.

2011 REUNION FOR VMS/TRU64/
ALPHA/VAX/INTEGRITY/DEC FOLKS,
Connect will be hosting a reunion for DEC Alumni and HP
folks working in OpenVMS related areas.
Also included will be a silent auction for the benefit of a
Technology Scholarship. Last year we did very well and in
fact were a major contributor to the scholarship.
Please note that the price of this year’s reunion is only a
portion of the total cost. This year will be a full dinner and
is more then the individual contribution.
The following is where you can sign up. If you are
attending the Boot Camp, please do NOT register. The
reunion is included in your registration.

What timeframe will engineers be available?
Engineers will be available for chat cases 6:00am to
6:00pm MT.

OpenVMS Boot Camp Reunion and Awards Dinner
9/21/2011
Wednesday From 7:00 PM until 9:00 PM
Sheraton Needham Hotel
100 Cabot Street Needham, MA 02494
info@connect-community.org
The event OpenVMS Reunion and Boot Camp Awards
Dinner has been added to www.connect-community.org.
To view the event details, please click the link below:
http://www.connect-community.org/events/
event_details.asp?id=174416
Thanks!
Connect Worldwide
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KEYCAPTURE®
OPENVMS® SECURITY TOOL – ITANIUM OR
ALPHA
KEYCapture is an OpenVMS system software tool which allows
the system administrator to log keyboard input read from the
terminals of selected users.
KEYCapture may be used to document exactly what your VMS
users did and when they did it.
KEYCapture creates log files which contain the input read from the
terminal keyboard. Along with each input, KEYCapture records a
timestamp and the name of the program which issued the read.
When the terminal read contains a prompt, the prompt is also
recorded in the log file.
KEYCapture takes special care to control what is done with
keyboard input data to avoid any possibility of a severe security
breach as a result of carelessly writing plain-text password
information to a KEYCapture log file. For well-known programs
which request VMS passwords (TELNET, FTP, etc), KEYCapture
skips logging the passwords. For other programs, KEYCapture can
be configured to ignore passwords or other security-sensitive
portions of the input data stream.
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•
•

Save what you type to “replay” later
Satisfy various information technology audit-related laws
and regulations such as HIPPA, GLBA and SOX
• Track exactly what users do on your OpenVMS systems
• Reduce malicious activity and increase productivity
• Collect and preserve a full record of commands which
have been entered to later validate the functions which
have been performed
Features
• KEYCapture can be individually enabled or disabled for
specific users or classes of users
• Runs on the OpenVMS operating system on Alpha and
I64 systems
• Does not require any special drivers
Download a 30-day demo*: www.networkingdynamics.com
Or call 1-800-275-6321
***
*Please note that for security reasons, NDC issues a demonstration license key to
enable running a KEYCapture demo. Contact Technical Support for assistance:
support@networkingdynamics.com

Benefits
• Find out quickly who ran a particular program such as
SYSGEN or AUTHORIZE on a specific date and what
commands they entered to that program
• Provide a way to build a database of commands that have
been issued on your OpenVMS systems

WHAT’S COOKING IN THE GOLDEN
KITCHEN?

All Nine x86 Server Cook-Books are open for your use in
the GoldenEggs basket.
Here, http://www.goldeneggs.fi/

The Cook-Books are now Open in the GoldenEggs basket.
Anybody can download the full set of Books.
No money nor return mails are not asked, just Download and
use. This is part of my final educating
service for x86-server users. I have put
the eight vendor valuable information
available. This information helps users
to understand the difference of these
vendors, if there is any difference.
Similar standard architecture is a benefit
for everybody. Similar HW, similar
usage, similar manufacturing...... better
quality, better availability and better
pricing.

Books are for: Acer, Lenovo, Dell, IBM, HP, Fujitsu,
Sun and Cisco.
Mixed vendor comparison diagrams are in a cook-book of
their own.

This might be nice to post in your Tech tidings of the week.
Dear x86 Configuration Chefs
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Fresh and New GoldenEggs: 28-Jul-2011.
http://www.goldeneggs.fi/documents/GE-ACER-BOOK-2011.pdf
Acer Cook-Book New
http://www.goldeneggs.fi/documents/GE-LENOVOBOOK-2011.pdf
Lenovo Cook-Book New
http://www.goldeneggs.fi/documents/GE-DELL-BOOK-2011.pdf
Dell Cook-Book New
http://www.goldeneggs.fi/documents/GE-IBM-BOOK-2011.pdf
IBM Cook-Book New
http://www.goldeneggs.fi/documents/GE-HP-BOOK-2011.pdf
HP Cook-Book New
http://www.goldeneggs.fi/documents/GE-FUJI-BOOK-2011.pdf
Fujitsu
Cook-Book New
http://www.goldeneggs.fi/documents/GE-SUN-BOOK-2011.pdf
Sun
Cook-Book New
http://www.goldeneggs.fi/documents/GE-CISCO-BOOK-2011.pdf
Cisco
Cook-Book New
http://www.goldeneggs.fi/documents/GE-COMPARE-BOOK-2011.pdf Compare
Cook-Book New
Tech Tidings Volume 2 Issue 3
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CONNECT OPENVMS BOOT CAMP 2011
PRE-CONFERENCE SEMINAR AGENDA
OPENVMS PERFORMANCE & TUNING (HANDS-ON)
SUNDAY, 18 SEPTEMBER 8:00 AM – 4:30 PM (BREAKFAST AT 7:00 AM)
Level: Intermediate
Who Should Attend: System Administrators/Managers who want to optimize their OpenVMS systems and
application performance.
Overview: This hands-on, content-rich class will feature 8-10 experts throughout the day who will present current
trends, techniques and troubleshooting used in system performance optimization. Real world case studies will be
presented in an interactive forum.
Our panel of technical experts includes:
•

Mandar Jagannath Chitale

•

Kevin Jenkins

•

John Egolf

•

Brad McCusker

•

Bryan Holland

•

Keith Parris

•

Jim Preciado

•

Barry Kierstein

•

Tom Cafarella

•

Hein van den Heuvel

1) Morning - each speaker is giving a targeted 30 minute presentation on their "subject area". Here is a selection
of the abstracts from the morning:
Some Things You Didn't Know About the MONITOR Utility
------------------------------------------------------------------------Tom Cafarella is the original author of the MONITOR utility, and will discuss some of his favorite aspects of the
utility, both internal and external. Of academic interest will be some of the design techniques utilized, and, on a
more practical level, some ways to use it of which you might not have thought.
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Ray Peppo
Bruce Ellis Enterprises
Area: Based in the US Northwest, available
worldwide
Expertise: OpenVMS Performance,
Programming, Troubleshooting, and custom
training
Contact: Bruce@theBruceEllis.com or http://
www.TheBruceEllis.com

Robert Gezelter
Area: USA, Canada, Worldwide
Expertise: Standalone, networked, and
clustered OpenVMS systems architecture,
management, programming, file systems,
performance, and security.
Contact: http://www.rlgsc.com/services.html
Language(s): English

Ajay Behari

Thomas Heim Jr.

Area: Netherlands & Belgium. Expertise:
OpenVMS Clusters, Upgrades/Migrations,
RMS file system, System Management &
Support, Layered Products & Networking
(DECnet/TCP/IP).
Interested in remote work.
Contact: OpenVMS@kpnmail.com
Language (s): English, Dutch & Hindi.

Area Covered: USA
Expertise: process control, automated
warehousing and manufacturing, VMS
Internals, web services (WSIT) migration,
system management, clusters, blades,
StorageWorks
Contact: www.OpenVMS.HeimNet.com
Language(s): English

Robert (Bob) Blunt
Area: Contiguous US
Expertise: OpenVMS cluster and standalone
installations, moves, upgrades, maintenance,
migrations, management, hardware and
software configurations, console management,
networking, performance and capacity, 3rd
party hardware and software.
Contact: blunt57@comcast.net
Language: English

Carl Friedberg
Area covered:Metro New York. Short term
assignments worldwide.
Expertise: clusters, migration, system
management, rms and file systems, hardware
configurations, training, management
consulting
Contact: carl.friedberg@comets.com
Language (s):English, German

GAP
Areas: UK, Europe Expertise: OpenVMS
technical support & remote management,
hardware support, consultancy & resale,
Oracle Application Development & Support MarkView consultancy
Contact: support@gap.co.uk
+44 (0) 1276 855 911
Web: http://www.gap.co.uk
Language: English

Maklee Engineering
Area covered: Worldwide
Expertise: OpenVMS Tuning, Oracle Tuning,
OpenVMS programming
Contact: info@maklee.com
Languages: English, German, French, Finnish

David Mehren
Area: USA, some international
Expertise: VMS System and Application
Management, Application Architecture and
Development, Technical Instruction, Realtime
Systems and more.
Contact: DavidMehren@cox.net
Language(s): English, Spanish

Migration Specialties
Area: Worldwide
Expertise: Preservation of critical software
without modification.
Contact: info@MigrationSpecialties.com
Language: English

PARSEC Group
999 18th St Suite 1725 North Tower
Denver, CO 80202
Office 720.962.9583 Cell 630.865.1128
drubin@parsec.com
Skype ID dawn_rubin
www.parsec.com

Howard Perry
Areas: Worldwide
Expertise: Oracle RdbVMS management,
performance, Skills transfer, anything
involving RdbVMS, Mission-critical systems,
OpenVMS system management.
Contact: howardjperry@gmail.com
Languages: English, German, French, working
knowledge of Swedish and Dutch

Bill Pedersen
Area: Worldwide via remote, Worldwide via
sponsorship
Expertise: system administration, migration,
performance, C, FORTRAN,
networking, project management
Contact: www.ccsscorp.com
Language(s): English, some Spanish

Ed Peterson
Area: Orange County, LA - California
Expertise: VMS, COBOL, ACMS, Rdb (over 25
years)
Contact: Ed.Peterson@acs-inc.com
Language: English

Stan Quayle
Area covered: USA
Expertise: Clusters, migration, C, CHARONVAX, CHARON-Alpha, System management
(VAX, Alpha, Itanium)
Contact: http://the-vms-expert.com
Language(s): English

Edward Rockwell
Area covered: Western PA and Central
Florida.
Expertise: OpenVMS VAX/Alpha/Itanium
system support, OpenVms clustering, TCPIP
and Decnet support and VMS consulting as
well as some layered products. VAX/Alpha/
Itanium and San hardware installs as needed
Contact: e.o.rockwell@ATT.NET
Language(s): English only.

Chuck Paulissen
Area: North America
Expertise: OpenVMS Project Management,
Software Development and Training
Contact: info@synergysoftwareconsulting.ca
Language: English

Tech Tidings Vol. 2 Issue 1

Area: USA
Expertise: OpenVMS Clusters, Standalone
Systems, SAN Implementations
Contact: crpeppo@hotmail.com
Language(s): English

Frank Sapienza
Area: Northeast USA, Remote Service to all
other areas
Expertise: OpenVMS software development/
systems administration, from VAX to Integrity.
COBOL, BASIC, Java, Datatrieve, SmartStar,
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Oracle RDB. Specialty in freight auditing
and payment, including ANSI X12 and
EDIFACT EDI processing.
Contact: sapienza@noesys.com
Web Site: http://www.noesys.com/
Language(s): English, Italian
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Sergey Zadorozhny
Company: Penetrate Business Solutions Inc.
Area: Info System Project Development and
Consulting
Contact details: Tel. (1416) 232 9242

Peter Weaver
Area covered; Canada
Expertise: Systems Management,
Performance Tuning, Networking, Security,
Problem Solving, Anything involving VMS
Contact: www.weaverconsulting.ca
Languages: English

Wilkor Computing Services Inc.
Area: Western Canada
Expertise: Systems and Network
Installation, Integration, Administration,
and Management; Anything involving
OpenVMS
Contact: inquire@wilkor.ca
Web Site: www.wilkor.ca
Languages: English

XDelta
Areas: UK, Europe, Americas, Australasia,
Australasia, Japan.
Expertise: Mission-critical systems. Multisite clusters. Real-time systems DTCS.
Networking. Storage. Multi-site data
replication. Availability. Performance.
Systems engineering and design. Project
leadership. Mentoring, Teaching.
Contact: http://www.xdelta.co.uk/
contactus
Languages: English

Bart Zorn
Area: Western Europe
Expertise: Design and implementation of
High Availability configurations. Server
Consolidation. System configuration and
management.
Languages: English, Dutch, German.
Contact: Bart.Zorn@Yahoo.com,
+34665418083
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Using VMS?

Submissions

If you’re using OpenVMS on your machines then you'll
certainly want to sign up for the Special Interest Group
(SIG) Mailing List!
The list has recently been automated and you know what
that means! Now you can sign up for SIG email or
remove yourself from it. Not that anyone would want to
do that, but we’re all about freedom of choice right folks?

If you have an article or other content that you would
like to see posted, or you know a company who
would like a spot in the newsletter simply let us
know! Tech Tidings is looking to grow, so any
technically based company is more than welcome to
send us an article. Spread the word and help out your
VMS community!
Many Thanks and Warm Regards,
Sue and Amanda
techtidings@yahoo.com

Thank you for taking a few minutes out of
your hectic lives to read this volume of
Tech Tidings. We look forward to
presenting you with the next issue.
Until Next time!
Sue & Amanda Skonetski
Tech Tidings Editing Team

Picture by Susan Skonetski

Disclaimer
All artwork, photographs, articles and logos belong to their
respective owners and companies. Tech Tidings does not take any
credit or revenue for what it does not own. Neither Tech Tidings nor
it’s staff have any influence on hiring or interviews. If you have jobs
you would like to post or success stories you would like to publish
please contact the editors. See the last page for contact information.
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